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Abstract
Coal bed natural gas (CBNG) or coal bed methane (CBM) is considered as an untapped energy resource and accounts for over 3% of total natural
gas produced in the US in 2016. Nature gas burns cleaner than coal and has been suggested as a “bridging fuel” to transition away from coal. In recent
decades, scientific discoveries have demonstrated that in many of the world’s CBNG plays, the gas is biogenic in origin. The fact that coal is rich in organic
carbon is found attractive, and recent studies suggest that biogenic coal bed natural gas can be enhanced through methods including bio-stimulation,
bio-augmentation, chemical pre-treatment and supplement of external carbon sources. One of the key elements for coal-based methane production
is the microbial populations that are capable of decomposing and transforming coal-derived organic compounds to methane. In this study, we first
reported the identification of microbial communities of coal treated by permanganate for enhanced methane production. The results demonstrate
that microbial communities involved in the bio-transformation of coal-derived carbon to methane are highly diverse. In addition, hydrogenotrophic
methanogenesis appears to be the dominant pathway in producing biogenic natural gas in the samples used for this study. These findings may not only
increase the understanding of operative mechanisms behind these complex transformations but also help in exploitation and optimization of field scale
production of CBNG.
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Introduction
Coal bed natural gas (CBNG) or coal bed methane (CBM), being
an unconventional natural gas source, is naturally adsorbed in
coal bed under hydrostatic and overburden pressure [1]. In the
global effort of switching to low-carbon fuels, CBNG represents an
alternative fuel option as an untapped yet clean energy resource
[2]. The global deposit of CBNG is estimated to prominent 53.3
trillion cubic meters (Tcm) [3]. The global production of CBNG
between 2000 to 2014 is shown in Figure 1 [4]. The United States
is the leading CBNG producer, comprising over 50% of the total
production in 2014, followed by China, 21%; Australia, 11%; and
Canada, 10%. Natural gas burn cleaner than coal as it emits no
other constituents than CO2, and roughly half of CO2 on a per unit
energy production when compared to coal [5].

On the basis of its genesis, CBNG may have two origins: biogenic
and thermogenic. It can be distinguished by chemical analysis and
isotopic signatures [6-8]. However, on the basis of occurrence,
blends with varied compositions of thermogenic and biogenic
CBNG may be experienced [9]. Thermogenic CBNG is generated
through the cracking of organic carbons typical associated with
high temperature during late coalification processes [8,10].
Biogenic CBNG is produced by decomposition of organic matter
by microorganisms living in the coal seams [8]. The biogenic gas
produced prior coalification is termed as the primary gas and
likely to be lost during the compaction and coalification processes.
Secondary biogenic gas is referred to the gas produced at post
coalification stage.
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Figure 1: CBNG production in the world, 2000-2014 [4]. The United States, China, Australia and Canada are the leading
producers and produced 96.5% CBNG in the world.

Coal is a carbonaceous rock that contains over 50% by weight
or more than 70% by volume organic carbon [11]. It can potentially
provide the carbon source to microorganisms indigenous to coal.
However, coal is heterogeneous and hydrophobic in characteristics,
which makes it recalcitrant to common microbial degradation5.
Traditionally, two main approaches may be deployed to enhance
the production of CBNG, i.e., bio-stimulation and bio-augmentation
[12,13]. Bio-stimulation is to stimulate indigenous microbial
growth by adding supplement compounds and nutrients while
bio-augmentation is to add external microbial consortia [5,12].
However, the bioavailability of the carbon in the majority of coal,
especially higher grade coal, was found to be less bio-amenable
to the production of CBNG [14,15]. Physiochemical approaches
have been attempted to improve the bioavailability of coal-derived
carbon for transformation into methane [2,14,16-18]. However,
the microbial activities involved in CBNG generation in coal,
especially coal that went through enhancing treatment, are not
well understood. This study investigated microbial communities
involved in methane production from the Powder River Basin
sub-bituminous coal treated by permanganate (coal residues and
liquid). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on
microbial communities involved in the enhanced production of
CBNG by treating with permanganate.

Materials and Methods
Coal and microcosms

Coal: Coal cores were sampled from borehole SL-5 within
Fort Union Formation of Powder River Basin (PRB). The detailed
information of the sampling site, geologic information, and
lithology records can be found in Huang et al. [16]. The coal sample
is sub-bituminous in rank. The elemental composition of the coal
is as following: 65.20% C, 3.65% H, 14.07% O, 1.24% N, and 3.57%
S. Coal was ground to pass through 60mesh sieve. The fraction of
coal passing the sieve (200mesh) was treated by 0.1M KMnO4 at
ambient temperature for 21days. The liquid fraction was separated

from the residual solid coal. Both liquid fraction and residual
coal, separately, were used for microcosm preparation. The liquid
samples were characterized using total organic carbon (TOC)
analyzer, GC/MS, and 3-dimensional excitation emission matrix
fluorescence spectroscopy (3D-EEM). Please refer to Huang et al.
[19] for detailed information.

Microcosms: The readers are requested to consult the details
of microcosm setup in Huang et al. [19]. Briefly, microcosms were
set up using 160ml serum bottle in anaerobic chamber. Each serum
bottle was loaded with either liquid fraction or residual coal after
KMnO4treatment equivalent to 1gram coal. The medium consisted
of mineral, trace metal and vitamin was prepared according to
Hurst et al. [20]. A coal derived microbial consortium was used
as the inoculum. Coal containing microorganisms were enriched
with 10g/L urea before inoculation. A volume of 0.5ml (less than
1% of the total culture volume) of inoculum was added to each
of the bottles. The microcosms were incubated at 30 °C. The gas
composition of headspace in serum bottle was analyzed by a gas
chromatograph. The liquid samples are designated as PL while coal
residues are designated as PC.

DNA extraction and miseq sequencing and analysis

Coal was first pulverized and washed using a 0.05M sterile
phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.2% Tween 80 as described
previously [21,22] to elute the microorganisms attached to the
surface of coal and eliminate any interference of heavy metals
which might reduce the efficiency of DNA extraction. After washing,
the solutions were filtered through a 0.22-μm membrane filter
(Whatman, Japan). The filter was used for DNA extraction with a Fast
DNA SPIN kit for soil (Bio101 Systems, Carlsbad, USA) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA quality and concentration
was determined using a Nano drop TM 1000 Spectrophotometer
(Nano drop, Wilmington, DE, USA) and agarose gel electrophoresis.
The obtained DNA was stored at -20 °C for further processing.
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DNA sequencing was performed by the Institute for
Environmental Genomics at the University of Oklahoma with an
Illumina Miseq platform (San Diego, CA, USA). The protocol of
PCR, sequencing and data analysis were performed as described
previously [21,22]. Briefly, the 16S r RNA variable region 4 (V4)
were amplified using the universal primer sets 515F/806R
(GTGCCAGCMGCCGCGGTAA/GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT) which
have been used for Illumina-based surveys to amplified bacterial
and archaeal 16S r RNA genes [22]. The raw sequence reads
were processed by an in-house sequence analysis pipeline (IEG
sequence analysis pipeline). Btrim was used to complete the quality
trimming with minimum length of 150bp, average quality score of
25, and removing sequencing adaptors. Forward and reverse reads
were combined using FLASH. Chimeric sequences were removed
using UCHIME. The operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were
classified using UCLUST at the 97% similarity level, and singletons
were removed. The taxonomic assignment was conducted by RDP
classifier with minimal 50% confidence estimates. The 16S r RNA
gene sequences derived from Miseq pyro sequencing has been
deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive with the accession
numberSUB3678654.
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Results and Discussion
Summaries of chemical treatment and gas production
[19]
Potassium permanganate is an effective oxidant with a redox
potential of 1.67 [5]. The chemical treatment by permanganate
produced TOC as high as 1181.1mg/l, which accounted 5.4% of the
original coal carbon. Three peaks were identified in the 3D-EEM
analyses, referring to the presence of humic-like, fulvic-like and
aromatics/PAHs-like compounds. The liquid fraction of the coal
sample contained a small volatile fraction, most of which were
single ring aromatics as revealed by GC/MS analyses. Both liquid
samples (PL) and coal residues (PC) showed CO2 production.
However, methane production was only observed in the microcosms
enriched with liquid fraction of the coal samples. The methane
generation, thus, showed that the organic substrates contained in
the liquid fraction were readily available to microorganisms. The
accumulation of methane was detected as early as 4days and peaked
at day 40. The mean concentration of methane was 93.4µmol/g
coal, representing 3.2% of TOC.

Figure 2: Archaeal (A) and bacterial (B) communities in PC samples at genetic level. All the archaeal genera were shown while
only the bacterial genera accounting for >0.5% of sequence reads were shown. The rest bacterial genera were grouped into
“Others”.s

Microbial community analyses
A total of 5390 sequence reads were obtained from PC sample
after quality control, which included 5354 bacterial sequence reads
with 126 OTUs and 36 archaeal sequence reads with 4 OTUs. A total
of 31482 sequence reads were obtained from PL sample, which
included 30640 bacterial sequence reads with 1034 OTUs and 842
archaeal sequence reads with 24 OTUs. The microbial diversity of
PL sample appeared to be significantly higher than that of PC sample
from the perspective of recovered sequence read number and OTUs
number. The limited bacterial and archaeal communities in the PC
samples might be the reason to that no methane was produced.

The taxa of archaeal and bacterial communities in the PC
samples are shown in Figure 2. All the archaeal sequence reads
belong to methanogen (Figure 2A). Only three methanogenic
genera were detected in sample PC, including Methanobacterium
(8.33%), Methanoregula (2.78%), and Methanosarcina (88.89%).
Methanobacterium is obligate hydrogenotrophic methanogen
[23]. Methanoregula can produce methane from H2/CO2 [24].

Methanosarcina, however, can utilize diverse substrates and
produce methane via all three methanogenesis path ways, i.e.,
acetoclastic, hydrogenotrophic and methylotrophic. Although
methanogens were detected after cultivation, no methane was
produced or methane yield was below the detection limit. The
similar phenomenon was also reported by Ohtomo et al. [25],
where methanogens were obtained from batch-type cultivation, no
methanogens, however, were activated during experiment in the
reactor system.
For bacterial communities, Proteobacteria was observed to be
the predominant phylum with 51.48% of the sequence reads, which
consistent with some previous findings related to methanogenic
communities for coal biodegradation [22] (Figure 2B). Specifically,
33.83% of sequence reads were classified into Acidovorax which
was the dominant genus detected. Pseudolarys and Azospira
accounted for 1.62% and 1.18% of sequence reads, respectively. The
proportion of sequence reads in other genera in Proteobacteria was
all below 0.5%. The second dominant phylum was Actinobacteria
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with 21.91% of sequence reads, in which 21.78% of sequence reads,
were grouped into the genus Arthrobacter. Other primary phyla
were Acidobacteria (4.65% of sequence reads), Chloroflexi (4.02%
of sequence reads), and Gemmatimonadetes (1.05% of sequence
reads). Acidobacteria_Gp16, accounting for 4.09% of sequence
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reads was the main genus in Acidobacteria. Most of the sequence
reads in Chloroflexi could not be classified into any known genus.
All the sequence reads in Gemmatimonadetes were grouped into
only one genus, Gemmatimonas. Ignavibacterium also accounted for
more than 0.5% of sequence reads.

Figure 3: Archaeal (A) and bacterial (B) communities in PL samples at genetic level. All the archaeal genera were shown while only
the bacterial genera accounting for > 0.5% of sequence reads were shown. The rest bacterial genera were grouped into “Others”.

The taxa of archaeal and bacterial communities in the PL
samples are shown in Figure 3. All the archaeal sequence reads
were classified into Euryarchaeota, which include Methanobacteria
(74.70% of sequence reads), Methanomicrobia (13.42% of
sequence reads), and Thermoplasmata (11.88% of sequence
reads). Specifically at genetic level (Figure 3A), 71.62% of
sequence reads belonged to Methanobacterium. 5.82% of sequence
reads were classified into Methanosarcina. Methanoregula,
Methanobrevibacter, and Methanosaeta respectively account for
3.92%, 3.09%, and 3.09% of sequence reads. The proportions of
sequence reads in Methanosphaerula, Methanomethylovorans, and
Methanospirillum were all below 0.3%.Compared with PC samples,
more diversity in methanogens was observed in the PL samples.
All the genera detected in the PC samples were also found in the
PL samples with different proportions. Most of methanogens were
hydrogenotrophic, such as Methanobacterium, Methanobrevibacter
[26], Methanoregula [24], Methanosphaerula [27], Methanospirillum
[28], which accounted for almost 80% of the sequence reads.
Methanosarcina can also utilize H2 and CO2 to produce methane.
Although acetoclastic and methylotrophic methanogens were also
found, e.g. Methanosaeta [29] and Methanomethylovorans [30],
they only consisted of approximately 4% of the sequence reads,
suggesting the production of methane by mainly hydrogenotrophic
methanogenesis [31-38].
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